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Number One  Bestseller Travel, Number One  Bestseller Europe Travel and Italy Travel, Number

Two Bestseller International Crime & Mystery, Romance Novel Bestseller, What Happens in Venice:

Love Spirits, was Book One of the serial novel.Now, sexy sleuth Louisa is back! She captivated

romance novel readers and mystery lovers in Love Spirits, the first book of the intriguing

international mystery and crime series. In What Happens in Venice. Book Two, Lagoon Lure, she

continues this seductive ghost story and her journey through the carnal pleasures, conspiracy and

corruption of Venice, Italy. American in Venice, Louisa resumes the Venetian exploits, steamy love

affairs and paranormal assisted murder investigation she began in Love Spirits. More mystery and

romance ensnare her in the second book of the What Happens in Venice travel, romance and

mystery series.Still unnerved by the notion that Venice ghost stories are real, Louisa delves further

into the mystery of the deaths of two glassmakers while juggling the lustful manipulations of her

ex-lover, Matteo, whose role in the double murder grows murkier.Meanwhile Louisa's usually shy

sister, Barbara, explores her new-found sexuality with Venice's willing men, sharing her adventures

with her sister but keeping one particularly mysterious man a secret. Romance novel readers will

love the changes in her and the tension created by the affairs of the heart that Venice leads her into

before she realizes that she's fallen hard despite the haunted happenings around her.When

Louisa's best friend, "Rouge," arrives for Carnival to sample its masked men and create her own

romance novel subplots and complicates the situation further by encouraging the sisters to embrace

the pleasures of secret Venice. Rouge not only steams up the landscape but she is lured into her

own complicated romances and supernatural events, if not a reluctant ghost story or two.With

Venice as the lush backdrop for double murder and a web of passionate intrigue, Louisa deciphers

clues planted by ghosts and struggles to resist the wicked charms of the very tempter she

suspected in the crimes. Her unfinished romance and ghost story compete against her love affair

with Venice and its secrets. While she tries to enjoy her days of Venice travel, food and fashion, as

well as her new admirerâ€™s own brand of magic, the mystery of the dead glass makers still looms

in the lagoon.Lively supporting characters add sex, chuckles and suspense to the already twisted

plots and turned phrases when they too must navigate Venice mystery, romantic liaisons and the

ghost story encounters. The gothic setting, the romance laden environment, the mysterious corners

and shadowy lagoon lead everyone astray. Haunted Venice gives everyone plenty to puzzle over

right until the end.Venice cafÃ©s, restaurants, and other haunts play a prominent role in this sexy

supernatural romance and international crime series about a beautiful American in Venice guided by

ghosts to solve the mystery of a hushed-up crime. Paranormal clues and ghost apparitions lead



Louisa deeper into the lagoon, and she is forced to reluctantly enlist Matteo's support. Can she trust

him, or will this ghostly lagoon lure prove deadly?What Happens In Venice: Book Two, Lagoon Lure

-- Trinity Ghost Story, Romance Novel & International Crime Mystery. Dare to join the journey of

beauty, seduction and death and travel the mysterious mazes, romantic canals and haunted haven

of the beautiful and sensuous lagoon town.
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Being a huge Venice lover, these books called out to me! Diana's stories are so enchanting-

transporting the reader right to this sexy city for their own Venetian spying... Word of warning- do

not start these books if you wake at 3 am and can't sleep- both this book and Love Spirits are

difficult to put down I made the mistake this morning and couldn't stop before the end- so no sleep

for this girl today but loads of Venetian dreams.... Thank you to the writer... More please

The adventure continues and I was glad to be on the ride. Louisa ventures out to other parts of the

Lagoon, including Murano (the island of glass) and scuba diving for underwater clues. Her bumpy

relationship with Matteo is maddening but I enjoyed meeting her friend Rogue who arrives to save

the day. I've been to Carnevale, and the author's description is rich in detail and true to form - I felt



like I was transported back to San Marks Square! I can't wait for the final installment and Louisa's

solving the crimes and maybe her man problems as well.

â€œLagoon Lureâ€• picks up where â€œLove Spiritsâ€• left off and does a great job of keeping up the

fast-paced, exciting momentum that originally caused me to become hooked on the series. In fact,

Iâ€™d say that book two is just as good as the first, if not better. I am also quite impressed with how

strong the character development is in this installment; Louisa has so far proven to be a very

interesting and â€˜three-dimensionalâ€™ character and Iâ€™d say that her relationships have plenty

of depth in this book. Canâ€™t wait to for the next book.
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